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Q23.  You identified that there is unproductive tension that affects team or program performance.  
Please describe the applicable source of the tension.
Also contributing to tension between the roles are not having clearly defined authority 













































































































































































































































































































































































Q7/14.  Which of the following external standards and practice guides does your organization use in its 


















More than half of the program managers (58%) are using the PMBOK® Guide and more than half 
(56%) of the chief system engineers are using the INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook.
• Three out of ten (31%) systems engineers are using something other than PMI or INCOSE.  



























































































































Result: There is a statistically significant relationship between the formality of 

















Q20.  Does the integration occur formally (i.e., 
processes that transcend the boundaries 
across the job position) or informally (e.g., 
people make the integration occur)?
Q19.  What is the level of integration between program 


















About half of the organizations (48%) have integrated either fully (16%) or mostly (32%) the roles of 
program manager and systems engineer.





















Result: The group that applied any standard(s) had a statistically significant 







































































Result: There is a statistically significant relationship between the formality of 



































































Q8/15.  Has your organization conducted a formal assessment of its program management//systems 









Significantly more program managers than chief systems engineers did not 
know if assessments were being done (25% vs. 16%) at their organization.
Formal assessments conducted every one to 
two years
Q9/16.  How often does your organization formally assess its overall program  management/systems 






















Slightly more organizations formally assess program management practices and 





Q10/17.  How would you classify the type of assessment that was used?  Please select the example 































Three out of ten organizations are conducting independent assessments to evaluate how 




























Six out of ten organizations used the results of their assessment to make process 
























Q2.  Have you ever served as a Program Manager?

















Significantly more program managers are from Asia Pacific than are from North America and 
EMEA regions.
Significantly more systems engineers are from North America and EMEA than Asia Pacific
Significantly more smaller organizations (<$500 mil annual revenue) have employees performing 




































Q4.  For the following job responsibilities, please indicate who was primarily accountable. By accountable, we mean 
the one who has the authority to make and implement final decisions.
Both program managers and systems engineers play an important part in determining 
program/project risk, external supplier relations, quality management, and lifecycle 
planning.  
Different skills are critical to each role
Q5/12.  Thinking of your role as Program Manager/Chief Systems Engineer, select the skills that you 
feel are most critical.  Please select up to three skills.
61% 58%
48%





















Critical skills needed for program mangers are communication skills (61%), leadership skills 
(58%), and stakeholder management (48%).
System or integrative thinking (86%) is by far the most important skill for a chief systems 






Q6/13.  Are responsibilities for the program manager/chief systems engineer job position clearly and 













Nearly half of the organizations have clearly and formally defined program 






































Q22.  Please rate the degree of unproductive tension between program management and system 
engineers in your organization.  
n=610
About three out of ten found that there is some (26%) or significant (3%) unproductive 
tension between program management and systems engineering.
Chief Systems Engineers are significantly more likely to feel that there is unproductive 






















































































Q23.  You identified that there is unproductive tension that affects team or program performance.  
Please describe the applicable source of the tension.
Also contributing to tension between the roles are not having clearly defined authority 
































Q24.  Below are potential areas of collaboration between PMI and INCOSE to better align systems engineering and program management practices. Please 
select three areas that you feel would be most effective in creating better alignment of systems engineering and program management.
Three out of ten or more felt 
that PMI and INCOSE could 
collaborate on developing 
mini-curriculums on systems 
thinking and program 
management (36%), jointly 
develop standardized P/PM 
templates (30%), and 













































































“I am a certified PMP and CSEP. I also teach graduate level PM and SE courses at UMBC. I think the SE 
Handbook and PMBOK have laid out a knowledge map that does a good job at capturing best practices. The 
problem is their is too much overlap between the two, which is not surprising given how both professions evolved. 
Never-the-less, I would recommend creating integrating all of the processes for both PM and SE into one 


















































Q35.  What is the total annual revenue of your organization (in US$)? 



























7% 5% 3% 3% 3%
US India UK Germany China S. Africa
Country
Q37.  Please select the category that best reflects your industry focus. 












Q26.  How many years of experience do you have working on programs either as a CSE, PgMG or a combination of 
both? 






<5 years 6 to 10 11 to 15 16 or more
Years in present job
n=690
25%
11% 10% 9% 10%



















Primary field of education
Personal demographics
Q28.  What is the highest level of formal education you have obtained? 
Q29.  What is your primary field of education? 





































Q31.  Which type of programs do you primarily manage or participate in? 














$5 bil or 
more
4%











Q33.  How long has your current program been running? 




Number of project in current program
• Mean – 14.16
• Std. Deviation – 36.46
• Range – 1 to 500
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